
Question:1
When a hydrocarbon fuel is burnt, it always gives out carbon dioxide and water vapour. Do you agree?
 
Solution:
Yes, when a hydrocarbon fuel is burnt, it gives out carbon dioxide and water vapours. Hydrocarbons are made up of
carbon and hydrogen. When they are burnt in the presence of oxygen, carbon reacts with oxygen to form carbon
dioxide and hydrogen reacts with oxygen to form water vapours. 

Example: When we burn methane gas in the presence of a sufficient amount of oxygen, it gives carbon dioxide gas
and water vapours.

CH4 +2O2 → CO2 +2H2O

Question:2
To set fire to a combustible substance, you have to heat it to a certain minimum temperature. What is the minimum
temperature called? If this minimum temperature is very low for a certain substance, what is the substance called?
Solution:
The lowest temperature at which a combustible substance starts burning in the presence of air is called ignition
temperature.
The substance that has very low ignition temperature and hence, can catch fire easily are called inflammable
substances.

Question:3
To extinguish a fire, you can remove the combustible substance. What other methods can you use?
Solution:
To extinguish a fire, we need to cut the supply of oxygen from the combustible substance. Other than removing the
combustible substance, we can use the following methods to extinguish the fire: 

i
We can use water to extinguish the small and short-range fire.
ii
We can also use a CO2 extinguisher to put out the heavy fire or fire started due to oils. CO2 extinguisher uses

carbon dioxide gas to cut the supply of oxygen from the combustible substance.

Question:4
Carbon dioxide is the most commonly used gas for extinguishing a fire. Which properties of carbon dioxide are
used here?
Solution:
Carbon dioxide is heavier than air and it settles down and cuts the supply of oxygen, which extinguishes the air.

Question:5
The innermost part of a candle flame is the hottest. Do you agree? Give reasons.
Solution:
No, the innermost part of the candle is not the hottest.
The outermost zone of a candle's flame is the hottest zone of the flame and is also a zone of complete combustion.
The innermost zone is the least hot zone.

Question:6
Which fuel gives off the maximum heat when 1 kg of it is burnt? What is this amount of heat called?



Solution:
Hydrogen gives off the maximum heat when 1 kg of it is burnt. Amount of heat produced when 1 kg of fuel is burnt
is called its calorific value. Unit of calorific value is kilojoule per kilogramkJ/kg

Question:7
A cheap non-polluting fuel with a very high calorific value was developed by a scientist. It had an ignition
temperature of 20°C. Is it a good fuel? Give reasons.
Solution:
Yes, it is good fuel.
Reasons for good fuel:
1. It has a very high calorific value.
2. It is non-polluting in nature.
3. It has moderate ignition temperature.
 

Question:8
Which gas released during combustion is thought to cause global warming?
Solution:
During the combustion of hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide gas is released which is one of the main components of
global warming. Increased level of carbon dioxide traps the heat of sun inside the earth atmosphere, which results
in increasing the temperature of the earth.

Question:9
Which dangerous pollutant is given off if a fuel while burning does not get sufficient air?
Solution:
If a fuel while burning does not get sufficient air, then carbon monoxide is released which is a very harmful
pollutant and can cause death if breathed in.

Question:10
Good fuels have
a
low ignition temperature and high calorific value.
b
low ignition temperature and low calorific value.
c
high ignition temperature and high calorific value.
d
high ignition temperature and low calorific value.
Solution:
a low ignition temperature and high calorific value.
Good fuels should have low ignition temperature
thelowesttemperatureatwhichasubstancecatchesfire and high calorific value
producealargequantityofheat.

Question:11
Calorific value of a fuel is the heat energy produced when
a
any amount of the fuel is completely burnt.
b
one kilogram of the fuel is completely burnt.
c
one milligram of the fuel is completely burnt.
d
hundred grams of the fuel are completely burnt.



Solution:
b one kilogram of the fuel is completely burnt.

The amount of heat energy produced on complete combustion of 1 kg of a fuel is called its calorific value.The
calorific value of a fuel is expressed in kilojoule per kg kJ/kg
.

Question:12
Which poisonous gas is formed as a result of incomplete combustion?
a
coal gas
b
carbon monoxide
c
carbon dioxide
d
nitrogen oxide
Solution:
b
carbon monoxide

Incomplete combustion of fuels produces carbon monoxide gas. It is dangerous to burn coal in a closed room
because it produces carbon monoxide gas, which can kill persons sleeping in that room.

Question:13
Acid rain can be caused by the burning of
a
petrol.
b
CNG.
c
diesel.
d
coal.
Solution:
d
coal

Sulphur is found as a trace element in coal. When coal is burnt, sulphur combines with oxygen to form sulphur
dioxide (SO2). SO2 does not react with most chemicals found in the atmosphere and can travel long distances.

Further, it reacts with water vapors in the atmosphere and causes acid rains.

Question:14
To extinguish a flame, which of these methods can be used?
a
reduce temperature to below ignition temperature
b
remove combustible substance
c
cut off air supply
d
any one of these
Solution:
d
any one of these



Job of a fire extinguisher is to cut off the supply of air, or to bring down the temperature of the fuel, or both. In some
cases, a flame can also be extinguished by just removing the combustible substance.

Question:15
The hottest zone of a candle flame is
a
non-luminous zone.
b
luminous zone.
c
dark zone.
d
blue zone at the base of the wick.
Solution:
a
non-luminous zone.

Non-luminous zone is a zone of complete combustion. It is the outermost and the hottest zone of the flame with
plenty of oxygen available from the surrounding atmospheric air.

Question:16
Which of these is a solid pollutant?
a
SPM
b
carbon monoxide
c
nitrogen oxides
d
sulphur dioxide
Solution:
a
SPM

Suspended Particulate Matter SPM
consists of mist, dust, fumes and smoke. Common chemicals that constitute SPM are nickel, arsenic and lead.
When these particles are inhaled, they tend to accumulate in the lungs and cause respiratory problems and
damage the lungs.

Question:17
Which of these fuels has the highest calorific value?
a
CNG
b
coal
c
hydrogen
d
petrol
Solution:
c
hydrogen

The calorific value of a fuel is expressed in kilojoule per kg kJ/kg
.
The calorific values of coal, CNG, hydrogen and petrol are as follows:



Coal: 25,000 -
33,000 kJ/kg
CNG: 50,000 kJ/kg,
Hydrogen: 150,000 kJ/kg
Petrol: 45,000 kJ/kg

Question:18
What is the process of burning of substances with the evolution of heat and light called?
Solution:
The process of burning of substances with the evolution of heat and light is called combustion.

Question:19
Most fuels are made up of __________ and __________
Solution:
Most fuels are made up of carbon and hydrogen.

Question:20
Which gas is produced when a fuel burns in
a
sufficient supply of air
b
insufficient supply of air.
Solution:
 a
Carbon dioxide gas is formed, when a fuel burns in sufficient supply of air.
 b
Carbon monoxide gas is formed, when a fuel burns in insufficient supply of air.

Question:21
All combustible substances must be heated to the same temperature to make them burn. True of false?
Solution:
False.
Different combustible substances catch fire at different temperatures.
A combustible substance cannot catch fire or burn if its temperature is lower than its ignition temperature.

Question:22
Any substance that can burn is an inflammable substance. True of false?
Solution:
False.
Substances that have very low ignition temperature and can easily catch fire with a flame are called inflammable
substances.

Question:23
Spontaneous combustion starts at room Temperature. True of false?
Solution:
True.
The combustion in which a material suddenly bursts into flames without the application of any apparent cause is
called spontaneous combustion.
Example: Phosphorous burns in air at room temperature.

Question:24
During an explosion, a large amount of __________ is given out.



Solution:
During an explosion, a large amount of gas is given out.

Question:25
Water is useful in putting out all fires. True or false?
Solution:
False.
Water cannot be used if electrical equipment is on fire because it can conduct electricity and cause harm.
It is also not suitable to use water to extinguish fires involving inflammable materials like oil and petrol because
water is heavier than oil and sinks below it. On the other hand, oil continues to burn on the top.

Question:26
In a soda-acid type fire extinguisher, __________ reacts with sulphuric acid to give out carbon dioxide.
Solution:
In a soda-acid type fire extinguisher, sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3) reacts with sulphuric acid to give out

carbon dioxide.

Question:27
The __________ zone in a candle flame is the zone of no combustion.
Solution:
The central zone in a candle flame is the zone of no combustion.

Question:28
The amount of heat liberated when one kilogram of a fuel is completely burnt in sufficient supply of oxygen is
called __________ __________ of the fuel.
Solution:
The amount of heat liberated when one kilogram of a fuel is completely burnt in sufficient supply of oxygen is
called calorific value of the fuel.

Question:29
Name one unit in which the heat liberated by a fuel is measured.
Solution:
The heat liberated by a fuel is expressed in kilojoule per kg kJ/kg
.

Question:30
The lower the ignition temperature the better the fuel. True or false?
Solution:
False.

Fuels should have a moderately low ignition temperature. A moderately low ignition temperature makes a fuel
useful.

Question:31
What are the fine particles released on burning carbon-containing fuels called?
Solution:
The fine particles released on burning carbon-containing fuels are called SPM SuspendedParticulateMatter
.



Combustible Substances Non-combustible
Substances

1. The substances that
are capable of

catching fire and
burning are known as

combustible
substances.

2. Examples: Coal,
petrol, diesel etc.

1. The substances that
are not capable of
catching fire and

burning are known as
non-combustible

substances.

2. Examples: Stone, water
etc.

Question:32
What is combustion?
Solution:
Combustion is a chemical process wherein a substance reacts with oxygen to produce energy in the form of heat or
light or both. It is an oxidation process because it involves the burning of a fuel, completely or partially in the
presence of air. However, the presence of oxygen is not must for oxidation to take place. Elements such as
magnesium also burn in an atmosphere of nitrogen or chlorine to form magnesium nitride or magnesium chloride,
respectively.

Question:33
Distinguish between combustible and non-combustible substances, giving three examples of each.
Solution:

 

Question:34
Why is it more difficult to burn some combustible
substances than others?
Solution:
It is more difficult to burn some combustible substances
than others because different substances catch fire at
different temperatures. Some substances have a low
ignition temperature; therefore, they can catch fire more
easily than others. Ignition temperature plays a crucial
role in determining the combustibility of different

substances.

Question:35
State the conditions under which combustion occurs.
Solution:
Combustion of a fuel requires:

Presence of a combustible substance such as coal, natural gas, wood, etc
Presence of air to supply oxygen
Availability of heat to raise the temperature of the fuel beyond its ignition temperature

Question:36
Why is more care needed to store kerosene than coal, though both are fuels?
Solution:
Both kerosene and coal are fuels, but we need extra care to store kerosene oil because the ignition temperature of
kerosene oil is lower than that of coal. If kerosene oil is heated a little, it will catch fire easily. On the other hand,
coal needs more heat to catch fire.

Question:37
What problem will arise if a fuel has an ignition temperature lower than the average room temperature? Name the
type of combustion that will occur in such a case.
Solution:
If a fuel has an ignition temperature lower than the average room temperature, combustion will occur suddenly on
its own. Such a combustion is known as spontaneous combustion.

Question:38
What is an explosion?
Solution:



Combustion that occurs very rapidly with the evolution of large amount of heat and light accompanied by loud
sound is called explosion. Large amount of gas is also released during explosion. Hydrogen gas is an example of
one of the explosive gases.

Question:39
Why is water not suitable for extinguishing a fire in an electrical appliance?
Solution:
Water is not suitable for extinguishing a fire in an electrical appliance. If water is poured on an electrical fire, it can
conduct electricity and cause electric shocks to the person trying to extinguish the fire.

Question:40
Name and give chemical equations to show the products of the combustion reaction in
a
limited supply of air.
b
sufficient supply of air.
Solution:
a
limited supply of air
If the supply of air is limited, it can result in incomplete combustion, which, in turn, produces carbon monoxide gas
instead of carbon dioxide gas.
 
      

2CH4 +3O2

 →
2CO+4H2O        

b
Sufficient supply of air

If the supply of air is sufficient, it can result in complete combustion. The reactants burn in oxygen and produce a
limited number of products. When hydrocarbons burn in oxygen, the reaction primarily yields carbon dioxide and
water.

     

CH4 +2O2

 →
CO2 +2H2O

Question:41
List the different methods by which a fire can be extinguished.
Solution:
Different methods can be used to extinguish fires. They are as follows:

Cooling off the burning material.

Excluding oxygen from fire

Removing fuel from fire

Using a flame inhibitor

Question:42
What kind of fires can effectively be put out by water? What kind of fires is it not suitable for? Give reasons for both
cases.
Solution:
Water cools the combustible material and the temperature is brought below the ignition temperature of



the combustible material . This prevents fire from spreading. Water vapours also surround the combustible material
and help in cutting off the air supply.
Water can be used when solid materials like paper, wood etc. are on fire. However, it is not suitable for
extinguishing fire in electrical appliances. If water is poured on an electrical fire, it can conduct electricity and
cause electric shock s to the person trying to extinguish the fire. Moreover, water should not be used in fires
involving hot cooking oil or fat because it can spread such fires.

Question:43
How does carbon dioxide extinguish a fire?
Solution:
Carbon dioxide is heavier than air and does not support combustion. Carbon dioxide extinguishes fire by
displacing oxygen or by taking away oxygen from the fire triangle. Carbon dioxide is also very cold when it comes
out of the extinguisher. Thus, it reduces the temperature of the fuel as well.

Question:44
What is calorific value of a fuel? Why is hydrogen not used as a fuel though it has the highest calorific value?
Solution:
The amount of heat liberated, when one kg of a fuel is completely burnt in sufficient supply of oxygen, is called the
calorific value of the fuel.
 
Hydrogen is not used as fuel despite the highest calorific value because:
 

It is lighter than air; thus, it is not easily available.
It cannot be used in liquid form because its melting point is -
253⁰ C.
Hydrogen gas in external air may spontaneously ignite.
Hydrogen fire, while being extremely hot, is almost invisible; thus, it can lead to accidental burns.
Hydrogen poses unique challenges due to its ease of leaking, low-energy ignition and wide range of
combustible fuel-air mixtures.

Question:45
How are fuels classified on the basis of their physical state? Give two examples of each.
Solution:
We know that matter can exist in three states -
 solid, liquid and gas.
On this basis, fuels can be classified as follows:
Solid fuels: Examples: Wood, coal, cattle-dung cakes, bagasse sugarcanefromwhichjuicehasbeenextracted
, etc.
Liquid fuels: Examples: Kerosene, liquefied petroleum gas LPG
, fuel oil, petrol, diesel, etc.
Gaseous fuels: Examples: Natural gas, coal gas, water gas, producer gas, biogas, acetylene, etc.

Question:46
How is burning of fossil fuels thought to be related to global warming?
Solution:
Combustion of most of the fuels releases carbon dioxide and nitrogen dioxide in the environment. Increase in their
concentration in the air causes global warming.

Question:47
Explain, with the help of a labelled diagram, how a soda-acid type fire extinguisher works.
Solution:



A soda-acid type fire extinguisher contains concentrated solution of sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3) in a

small cylinder fitted with a glass bottle filled with sulphuric acid. When fire breaks out, the cylinder is hit on a hard
surface to break the bottle. Once the bottle breaks, the acid reacts with sodium hydrogen carbonate to evolve
carbon dioxide and water in the form of vapours. Carbon dioxide, being a non-supporter of combustion, forms a
blanket over the fire and extinguishes it. Water, because of its cooling effect, brings down the temperature below
the ignition temperature to check burning.

Question:48
Name the different zones of a candle flame. Give details of the conditions in each zone.
Solution:
Different zones of a candle flame

As shown in the above diagram, a candle flame has four zones. They are as follows:
 
Innermost zone: The flame starting from the wick has a small blue colour zone. Here, carbon monoxide produced
by the incomplete combustion of carbon particles burns to give blue color.
 
Central zone: It lies above the innermost zone, where no combustion takes place. It is not a hot zone. It consists of
unburnt vaporised particles of the wax.
 
Luminous zone:  It is luminous and consists a pale yellow glow above the central zone. It is formed by incomplete
combustion of wax vapors in limited supply of oxygenated air.
 
Non-luminous zone:  It is the outermost and the hottest zone of the flame above the luminous flame. It is formed by
complete combustion of wax vapours with plenty of oxygen available from the surrounding atmospheric air.

Question:49
What are the characteristics of a good fuel?
Solution:
Characteristics of a good fuel are as follows:
1. High calorific value: In order to have high fuel efficiency, a good fuel must have high calorific value.
2. Moderate ignition temperature: A good fuel should have moderate ignition temperature.
3. Burns easily at a moderate rate: A good fuel should burn easily in sufficient air at a moderate rate.



4. Low content of non-combustible material: A good fuel should have low content of non-combustible material.
5. Easy to store and handle: A good fuel should be easy to transport and store at a low cost and without causing
any harm.
6. Lower moisture content: A good fuel should have less moisture content.
7. Fuels on combustion should not leave behind any harmful product such as CO, SO2, etc.

8. A good fuel should have low volatile matter content.

Question:50
Discuss the impact of burning fuels on air.
Solution:
Carbon fuels like wood, coal, petroleum release unburnt carbon particles. These fine particles are dangerous
pollutants, which cause respiratory diseases such as asthma.
Incomplete combustion of these fuels gives carbon monoxide gas, which is a very poisonous gas.
Combustion of most fuels releases carbon dioxide in the environment. Increased concentration of carbon dioxide in
the air causes global warming.
Use of fossil fuels damages the environment with the realease of toxic gases like oxides of nitrogen and sulphur.
Such gases are responsible for acid rain, which, in turn, is very harmful for crops, buildings and soil. Moreover,
nitric oxide and CFCs are also responsible for depletion of ozone layer.

Question:51
Only gases burn with a flame. But when you burn wood, it initially burns with a flame. Later, it only glows without a
flame. What do you think is the reason for this?
Solution:
Gases burn with a flame because they vaporise on burning. Wood initially burns with a flame because of the
presence volatile gases in it. When all the gases escape, it glows without a flame.

Question:52
Would you consider coal as a good fuel? Give reasons.
Solution:
Coal meets nearly all the conditions of being a good fuel. It is economically cheap, easily available and produce
no harmful odour on burning. It can be transported easily and its combustion can be controlled. Therefore, coal can
be considered as a good fuel.

Question:53
When a fuel is burnt, carbon dioxide orcarbonmonoxide
and water vapour are given out. Can you name one fuel which burns without giving off water vapour? Why does it
not give out water?
Solution:
The fuel that burns without giving out water vapour is coke, which is a pure form of carbon. It has high carbon
content and low amount of hydrocarbon.
Water vapour is released from a fuel if it contains hydrogen. However, coke has very low hydrogen content and
hence, water vapour is not given out. It simply burns giving carbon dioxide gas.

    C + O2

→
CO2

Question:54
Why does a matchstick burn on rubbing it on the side of the matchbox?
Solution:
The head of a safety match contains antimony trisulphide and potassium chlorate. The rubbing surface has
powdered glass and a little red phosphorous. When the match is struck against the rubbing surface, some red
phosphorous gets converted into white phosphorous. This immediately reacts with potassium chlorate in the
matchstick head to produce heat to ignite antimony trisulphide and start the combustion.



Question:55
Your LPG gas stove at home is giving a yellow flame. What can this mean?
Solution:
Yellow flame indicates that the flame tube is starved of oxygen.
There can be various reasons for less oxygen like air holes of the burner may be clogged causing the fuel to burn
insufficiently due to insufficient supply of air, or less amount of fuel is available; i.e., the cylinder is about to get
empty.

Question:56
A flame always points upwards. Why do you think this is so?
HINT: Gasesproducedinaflamearehot, andhencelighter.
Solution:
Hot gas is generally less dense than cool gas. Flame is a very hot gas. As the flame burns, it takes the oxygen
from the atmospheric air and heats the surrounding atmospheric gases. Therefore, the hot air around the flame is
pushed up because it is less dense. As the air around the flame is pushed up, the air around the flame is drawn
towards the flame to take the space of the lighter gases, which are pushed up. Meanwhile, the surrounding cold air
is pulled down by gravity and the flame is pressurised all around by the atmospheric gases. This elongates the
flame upward. 

Question:57
When a candle burns, is it possible to get the wax back
a
after the wax melts?
b
after the wax burns?
HINT: Arethesephyusicalchangesorchemicalchanges?
Solution:
Candle is a solid cylindrical block of wax with a wick embedded in it.
a) A candle starts melting when it comes in contact with the heat of the flame. The change in shape and size of the
candle takes place. This indicates a physical change from solid state to liquid state. It is possible to get the wax
back after it melts.
b) A wax candle acts as a fuel when we burn the candle. It is basically carbon. The wax oxidises burns
in the flame to yield water and carbon dioxide, which dissipate in the air around the candle in a reaction, which also
yields light and heat.  The unburnt carbon is deposited as a black substance called soot. This signifies a chemical
change. It is not possible to get the wax back after it burns.

Question:58
Why do we wrap a blanket around a person whose clothes have caught fire?
Solution:
For a fire to burn, all three elements -
 heat, fuel and oxygen -
 of the fire triangle must be present. If any of these is cut off, fire will be put out. When a fire blanket completely
surrounds the person whose clothes caught fire, it seals the person’s body surface around the fire and cuts off the
oxygen supply to the fire; thereby, putting out the fire . Thus, fire blanket acts as a fire extinguisher and stops the
fire from spreading.

Question:59
Why do forest fires occur during hot summers?
Solution:
During hot summers, due to hot environment, the speed of hot air is high. This causes the dry leaves and trees to
collide each other. This collision results in friction, which, in turn, produces a spark. Dry leaves easily catch those
sparks and start burning. The burned leaves further spread due to air and cause the forest fire to expand.



Question:60
Why is it easier to burn dry leaves but not green leaves?
Solution:
The ignition temperature of green leaves is higher than that of the dry leaves because they contain moisture in
them. Therefore, its easier to burn dry leaves but not green leaves.

Question:61
Students of a school had gone for an overnight camp. They gathered some wood and wanted to light a fire. They
tried to light the fire with a matchstick but the wood would not catch fire. Someone suggested pouring kerosene
over the wood, but no kerosene was available. Someone else suggested setting dry leaves on fire first with the
matchstick and using it to light the wood. But they could not find any dry leaves.
Then Tanya brought a bottle of Vaselinepetroleumjelly
that she had brought with her to apply on her skin. She smeared it over a piece of cloth and set it on fire. She used
it to light the wood.
Answer these questions.
1. Why could the wood not be set on fire by the matchstick?
2.How would kerosene have helped?
3.Why were dry leaves suggested and not green leaves?
4.Which two properties of petroleum jelly were used to light the fire?
Solution:
1. The ignition temperature of the wood is very high. Matchstick is not able to produce enough heat and raise the
temperature to the ignition temperature of the wood.  So, wood does not set on fire by the matchstick.

2. Kerosene has a much lower ignition temperature than wood. When kerosene starts burning, due to the heat
produced the temperature increases and equals to the ignition temperature of the wood, and the wood starts burning
too.

3. Green leaves contain water molecules, so they can't be burn easily but dry leaves have no water content so they
can be burnt easily.

4. Petroleum jelly is a mixture of hydrocarbons. 
Two properties of petroleum jelly used to light the fire are:
i
Petroleum jelly contains carbon, and carbon can be easily burnt.
ii
 Petroleum jellies have a high calorific value.

 

Question:62
Namita noticed that the LPG gas stove in her kitchen was giving out yellow flame and blackening the utensils. She
cleaned the stove burners. The flame then became blue and stopped blackening the utensils. She explained to her
parents that the stove was not burning efficiently and wasting fuel because it was dirty. What values did Namita
Show?
Solution:
The yellow flame coming out of the LPG cylinder because a sufficient amount of oxygen is not available for the
burning of LPG.
Yellow flame shows the release of carbon monoxide which is poisonous gas and blue flame also releases a lot of
unburnt carbon particles which make utensils black.
So, after cleaning of stove burner, a sufficient amount of oxygen is available which doesn't lead to the production of
carbon monoxide and release less unburnt carbon. Due to which blackening of utensils stops.
Values shown by Namita is that she is well aware of environmental problems and health risks caused due to the
production of carbon monoxide.

 



Cl – 8 , Chapter 5 , Ex- 5A 
By Anthony Jamatia  
Question 1 
Solution: 
Let tens digit = x 
Units digit = 3 
∴Number = 3 + 10x 
According to the condition, 
7 (x + 3) = 3 + 10x 
7x + 21 = 3 + 10x 
21 – 3 = 10x – 7x 
=> 3x = 18 
x = 183 
∴Number = 3 + 10x 
= 3 + 10 x 6 = 3 + 60 = 63 
Question 2. 
Solution: 
Let ten’s digit = x 
Then units digit = 2x 
and number = 10x + 2x = 12x 
According to the condition, 
12x = x + 2x + 18 
12x – x – 2x = 18 
=> 9x = 18 
x = 189 = 2 
∴Number = 12x = 2 x 12 = 24 
Question 3. 
Solution: 
Let units digit = x 
and tens digit = y 
Number = x + 10y 
Now x + 10y = 4 (x + y) + 3 
=> x + 10y = 4x + 4y + 3 
10y – 4y – 4x + x = 3 
=> 6y – 3x = 3 
2y – x = 1 ….(i) 
∴Number by reversing the order of digits = y + 10x 
=>x + 10y + 18 = y + 10x 
=>10x – x + y – 10y = 18 
=> 9x – 9y = 18 
x – y = 2 ….(ii) 
∴Adding (i) and (ii) 
=> 2y – y = 3 

Y = 3 
x = 2y – 1 = 2 x 3 – 1 = 6 – 1 = 5 



∴Number = x + 10y = 5 + 3 x 10 
= 5 + 30 = 35 

Question 4. 
Solution: 
Sum of two digits of a number =15 
Let units digit = x 
Then tens digit = 15 – x 
∴Number = 10 (15 – x) + x 
= 150 – 10x + x = 150 – 9x 
By interchanging the digits, the new number will be 
= 10x + 15 – x = 9x + 15 
According to the condition, 

9x + 15 = 9 + 150 – 9x 
9x + 9x = 159-15 = 144 
18x = 144 
=>x = 14418 = 8 
∴Number = 150 – 9x = 150 – 9 x 8 
= 150 – 72 = 78 
Question 5. 
Solution: 
Let units place digit = x 
and tens place digit = y 
Then number = x + 10y 
By interchanging the positions of the digits then 
Units digits = y 
and tens digit = x 
∴Number = y + 10x 
(x + 10y) – (y + 10x) = 63 
=> x + 10y – y – 10x = 63 
=> 9y – 9x = 63 
=> 9(y – x) = 63 
y – x = 639 = 7 
∴Hence, difference of its digits = 7 Ans. 
Question 6. 
Solution: 
Sum of three digits of a number = 16 
Let units digit of a three-digit number = x 
Then tens digit = 3x 
and hundreds digit = 4x 
∴Number = x + 10 x 3x + 100 x 4x 
= x + 30x + 400x = 431x 
But x + 3x + 4x = 16 



 => 8x = 16 
∴x = 168 = 2 
∴Number = 431 x 862 
 



Cl -8 Ch – 5, Ex 5B 

By Anthony Jamatia 

Question 1. 
Solution: 
We know that a number is divisible by 2 if its unit digit is 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8 
Therefore, (i) 94, (ii) 570, (iv) 2398,(v) 79532 and (vi) 13576 are divisible by 2. 

Question 2. 
Solution: 
We know that a number is divisible by 5 if its unit digit is 0 or 5. 
Therefore, (i) 95, (ii) 470, (iv) 2735, (vi) 35790, (vii) 98765 and (ix) 77990 are divisible 
by 5. 

Question 3. 
Solution: 
We know that a number is divisible by 10 if its unit digit is zero. 
Therefore, (ii) 90 and (iv) 57930 are divisible by 10. 

Question 4. 
Solution: 
We know that a number is divisible by 3 if the sum of its digits is divisible by 3. 
Therefore 
(i) 83 – 8 + 3 = 11,not divisible by 3 
(ii) 378 – 3 + 7 + 8 = 18, is divisible by 3 
(iii) 474 – 4 + 7 + 4 = 15, is divisible by 3 

Question 5. 

Solution: 

We know that a number is divisible by 9, if the sum of its digits is divisible by 9. Therefore, 

(i) 327 = 3 + 2 + 7 = 12,is not divisible by 9 

(ii) 7524 = 7 + 5 + 2 + 4 = 18, is divisible by 9 

(iii) 32022 = 3 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 2 = 9,is divisible by 9 

Question 6. 

Solution: 

We know that a number is divisible by 4, only when the number formed by its last two digits is 

divisible by 4. 

Therefore, 

(i) 134, is not divisible by 4 as last two digits 34 is not divisible by 4. 

(ii) 618, is not divisible by 4 as last two digits 18 is not divisible by 4. 

(iii) 3928, is divisible by 4 as last two digits 28 is divisible by 4 



Question 7. 

Solution: 

A given number is divisible by 8 only when the number formed by its last three digits is divisible 

by 8. 

(i) 6132, is not divisible by 8 as last three digits 132 is not divisible by 8. 

(ii) 7304, is divisible by 8 as last three digits 304 is not divisible by 8. 

(iii) 59312, is divisible by 8 as last three digits 312 is divisible by 8.  

Question 8. 
Solution: 
A given number is divisible by 11, if the difference between the sum of its digits at odd 
places and the sum of its digits at even places, is either O or a number divisible by 11. 
(i) 22222 
Sum of digit at odd places = 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 
Sum of digit at even places = 2 + 2 = 4 
Difference of the above sum = 6 – 4 =2, 
which is not divisible by 11 
22222 is not divisible by 11 

(iv) 1057982 
Sum of digit at odd places = 1 + 5 + 9 + 2 = 17 
Sum of digit at even places = 0 + 7 + 8 = 15 
Difference of the above sum = (17 – 15) = 2, which is not divisible by 11 
1057982 is not divisible by 11 

Question 9. 
Solution: 
For testing the divisibility of a number by 7, we proceed according to the 
following steps: 
Step 1: Double the unit digit of the given number. 
Step 2 : Subtract the above number from the number formed by excluding the unit digit 
of the given number. 
Step 3 : 1f the number so obtained is divisible by 7 then the given number is divisible by 
7. 
(i) 693 
Now, 69 – (2 x 3) = 63, which is divisible by 7 
693 is divisible by 7 

(iv) 12873 
Now,1287 – (3 x 2) = 1281, which is divisible by 7 
12873 is divisible by 7 

(v) 65436 
Now, 6543 – (6 x 2) = 6531, which is divisible by 7 
65436 is divisible by 7  



Question 10. 
Solution: 
The given number 7×3 is divisible by 3 
The sum of its digits is divisible by 3 
7 + x + 3 =>10 + x is divisible by 3 
Value of x can be 2, 5, 8 
The numbers can be 723, 753, 783 

Question 11. 
Solution: 
The given number 53yl is divisible by 3 
Sum of its digits is divisible by 3 
i.e., 5 + 3 + y + 1 or 9 + y is divisible by 3 

Values of y can be 0, 3, 6, 9 
Then the numbers can be 5301, 5331, 5361, 5391 

Question 12. 
Solution: 
Number x806 is divisible by 9 
The sum of its digits is also divisible by 9 
or x + 8 + 0 + 6 or 14 + x is divisible by 9 
x can be 4 
Number will be 4806 

 

 

 

 

 



Cl 8 Ch 5 Ex 5C Mathematics 

By Anthony Jamatia 

Question 1. 

Solution: 

Here A can be as 6 + 7 = 13 

Now 1 + 5 + 8 = 14 

∴C = 1, B = 4, A = 6 

Question 4. 
Solution: 
6 – A = 3 
1 + 5 – A = 3 
5 – A = 3 
∴A = 5 – 3 = 2 
Now 2 – B = 7 
=>12 – B = 7 
∴B = 5 
Hence A = 2, B = 5 

Question 6. 
Solution: 
B x 3 = B 
∴B can be 5 or 0 

∴5 x 3 = 15 => B = 5 or 3 x 0 =0 
If B = 0, then A can be 5 
∴3 x 5 = 15 
∴A = 5 and C = 1 
Hence A = 5, B = 0, C = 1 

Question 8. 
Solution: 
Here we see that 6 x 9 = 54 
∴A – 4 = 3 => A = 3 + 4 = 7 
and 6 x 6 = 36 
3B = 36 => B = 6 
and C = 6 
Hence A = 7, B = 6, C = 6 

Question 9. 
Solution: 
Product of two numbers = 1 -digit number 
and sum = 2-digit numbers 
Let first number = x 
and second number = y 



∴x X y = 1-digit number 
x + y = 2-digit number 
By hit and hail, we sec that 
1 x 9 = 9 which is I-digit number 
and 1 + 9 = 10 which is 2-digit number. 

 Question 10. 
Solution: 
By hit and trail method, we see that 
1 + 2 + 3 = 6 and 1 x 2 x 3 = 6 
1, 2 and 3 are the required whole numbers 
whose sum and product is same 

Question 11. 
Solution: 
In the given square, we have to interest the numbers from 1 to 9, such that the sum in 
each raw, column on diagonal to be 15 
So, we complete it as given here 

Question 12. 
Solution: 
We shall complete the triangle by intersecting the numbers from 1 to 6 without repetition 
so that the sum in each side be 12 

 

 

 









Compound interest class 8 SOLVED – Prepared by surendra 
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Class VIII   Chapter 5: Verbs – Modal 

Exercise 1 - fill in the blanks with can, could or may…. 

1. May 

2. Can 

3. Can 

4. Could 

5. May 

6. Can 

 

Exercise 3 – Complete these sentences using can or able to….. 

1. What she says can be true but I do not really think so. 

2. I haven't been able to revise the whole of my syllabus.  

3. I don't think I will be able to attend your sister's wedding.  

4. Ring up Alok. He might be able to help you. 

5. Only your father can help you in this situation.  

6. However had I try coma there is nothing I can do to get out of this 

mess.  

7. The light is dim but I can read the book. 

 

Exercise 5 - complete the sentences using could, couldn’t or be able to: 

1. Couldn’t  

2. Was able to  

3. Couldn’t  

4. Was able to 

5. Couldn’t  

6. Couldn’t ,    was able to 

7. Could  
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Exercise 11. - complete the sentences with must or have to/ had to. .. 

1. have to  

2. must 

3. must 

4. must 

5. Have to 

6. had to 

7. must  

 

Exercise 18 - fill in the blanks with mustn’t or ought not to: 

1. ought not to  

2. ought not to  

3. ought not to 

4. mustn’t  

5. ought not to  

 

___________________________ M.L  



Class 8, Bengali 

ঈশ্বরচন্দ্র বিদ্যাসাগর 

* অবি সংবিপ্ত প্রশ্নউত্তর: 

১) রত্নাকর হল মহামুনি বানিকীর পূববিাম। সেই েময়ে নিনি দেুুবৃনি দ্বারা জীবি ধারণ করযিি। দেুু রত্নাকর 
পরবিীকাযল বানিকী মুনি হয়ে রামা়েণ মহাকাবু রচিা কযরি। 

২) অণুবীক্ষণ হযলা গযবষণাগাযর বহুল বুবহৃি একটি যন্ত্র। এই যযন্ত্রর োহাযযু খুব স াট নজনিেযক অযিক বড় কযর 
সদখা যা়ে। 

৩) প্রাণীযদর সমরুদন্ড সদযখ িাাঁর োমর্থবু ও আত্মনির্ব র ক্ষমিা যাচাই করা হ়ে এবং এই অিুোযর িাযদর সেণীনবর্াগ 

করা হ়ে। 

৪) ইউযরাপী়েযদর সয সপৌরুষ সদখা যা়ে, নবদুাোগযরর চনরযে িা প্রচুর পনরমাযণ ন ল। নবদুাোগর ন যলি েব নবষয়ে 
খাাঁটি মািুষ। 

৫) নবদুাোগর যনদ ইংযরনজ িা নিখযিি, যনদ নিনি কলকািা়ে িা এযে বীরনেংহ গ্রাযম র্থাকযিি, িাহযল নিনি 
হ়েযিা একটা নবখুাি হযি পারযিি িা। নকন্তু নিযজর পুরুষনেংহত্ব নিয়ে নিযজর গ্রামযক সয নবযক্ষানর্ি  রাখযিি, 
িাযি সকাি েযেহ সিই। 

৬) ইংযরনজ সিখা়ে নবদুাোগর অযিক ইংযরযজর েংস্পযিব এযেন যলি এবং িাযদর চনরযে অিুকরণযযাগু বহুগুযণর 

েমাযবি সদযখন যলি। 

* সংবিপ্ত উত্তরধর্মী প্রশ্নািবি: 

১) ঈশ্বরচন্দ্র নবদুাোগযরর কর্থা এখাযি বলা হয়েয । 

ঈশ্বরচন্দ্র মািুষটি একনদযক সযমি ন যলি ঋজ,ু অিুনদযক নিনি ন যলি অযিক বড় মাযপর মািুষ। োধারণ বাঙানলর 
েযে িার সকাযিা িুলিাই চযল িা। বস্তুিপযক্ষ আমরা িার িুলিা়ে এি স াট ও এি বাাঁকা সয, িার মযিা 
মহাপুরুযষর িাম সিবার অনধকার আমাযদর আয  বযল সলখক মযি কযরি িা। 

২) দেুু রত্নাকর পাপ মুযখ নক ুযিই রাম উচ্চারণ করযি পাযরিনি। অগিুা উযটার্াযব মরা িব্দটি উচ্চারণ কযর 

পাযপর দা়ে সর্থযক উদ্ধার সপয়েন যলি। 

দেুু রত্নাকর দেুুবৃনি কযর এবং অপযরর নজনিেপে ন নিয়ে নিয়ে জীবি ধারণ করযিি। এর্াযব সয কি পাপ 
কযরন যলি িার েীমােংখুা ন ল িা। ঘটিাচযে নিনি দেুুবৃনি স যড় নদযলি, পাযপর দা়ে সর্থযক মুক্ত হযি চাইযলি। 
ব্রহ্মা এবং িারদ িাযক ‘রাম’ িাম করযি বযলি। রত্নাকযরর মুখ নদয়ে নক ুযিই িব্দটি উচ্চানরি হযে িা সদযখ, ব্রহ্মা 
িাযক ‘মরা' িব্দটি বলযি বযলি। এর্াযব ‘মরা' ‘মরা' বলযি বলযি একেম়ে রত্নাকর ‘রাম' িাম নিযি পারযলি। 



পাযপর দা়ে সর্থযক নিনি মুক্ত হযলি এবং পরবিীকাযল মহামুনি বানিকী হযলি। ‘রামা়েণ’ মহাকাযবুর  রচিাকার 
নিনিই। 

৩) মন্তবুটি ঈশ্বরচন্দ্র নবদুাোগর েম্বযে। 

পববযির উচ্চ চূড়াটি েবার সচয়ে মার্থা উাঁচু কযর দাাঁনড়য়ে র্থাযক। ঈশ্বরচন্দ্র নবদুাোগরও ন যলি অিু সয সকাযিা 
বাঙানলর িুলিা়ে বহুগুযণ সেষ্ঠ। িাাঁযক স্পিব করা অনিেম করার োধু কারুর সিই। এজিুই নবদুাোগরযক সলখক 
‘উচ্চ চূড়া' বযলয ি। 

নিনি উচ্চ চূড়া হও়ো়ে সযযকাযিা বাঙালীযক িাাঁর িুলিা়ে অযিক স াট বযল মযি হ়ে। সযেব বাঙালীযক আমরা বড় 

বযল জানি এবং মানি িাাঁরাও িাাঁর কায  অিুন্ত কু্ষদ্র বযল নবযবনচি হি। 

৪) ঈশ্বরচন্দ্র নবদুাোগর এবং অণুবীক্ষণ যযন্ত্রর কর্থা এখাযি বলা হয়েয । 

স াট নজনিেযক বড় কযর সদখার যন্ত্র হযলা অণুবীক্ষণ যন্ত্র। এই যযন্ত্রর বুবহার প্রচুর। নকন্তু এর নবপরীযি বড় 
নজনিেযক স াট কযর সদখাযিার যন্ত্র পদার্থবনবজ্ঞাযি উনিনখি র্থাকযলও ওই ধরযির যযন্ত্রর বুবহার আমাযদর মযধু নবযিষ 

সিই। ঈশ্বরচন্দ্র নবদুাোগযরর জীবি চনরি বড় নজনিেযক স াট কযর সদখাযিার যযন্ত্রর মি। নবদুাোগর এি নবরাট 
সয িার োমযি অিু সযযকাযিা বড় মািুষযকউ নিিান্ত স াট বযল মযি হ়ে। চারপাযির পাহাযড়র মাযে নবদুাোগর 
হযলি পববযির চূড়া।  

৫) প্রাণীিত্ত্বনবদরা এই র্াগ কযরি।  

িাাঁরা প্রাণীর সমরুদন্ড সদযখি। সমরুদন্ড হল প্রাণীর োমযর্থবর এবং আত্মনির্ব র িনক্তর প্রধাি পনরচ়ে। িাই সমরুদন্ড 

সদযখ প্রাণীর সেণীনবর্াগ করা প্রাণীিত্ত্বনবদযদর পযক্ষ েম্ভব হ়ে।  

সয প্রাণীর সমরুদন্ড যি িক্তেমর্থব, সে প্রাণী িি উন্নি সেণীর বযল প্রাণীিত্ত্বনবদরা অনর্মি প্রকাি কযর র্থাযকি। 
নবদুাোগযরর আত্মনির্ব র িনক্ত ন ল প্রচণ্ড। প্রাণীিত্ত্বনবদযদর উপযরাক্ত মন্তবুযক গ্রহণ করযল বলযি হ়ে নবদুাোগর 
ন যলি দৃঢ় সমরুদযন্ডর মািুষ। নযনি েব েম়ে সোজা র্াযব চযলয ি, যাাঁর োমর্থবু ন ল অিুলিী়ে।  

৬) বাঙালী জানির সমরুদণ্ডহীি চনরযের উযিখ করযি নগয়ে সলখক একর্থা বযলয ি। 

বাঙালী জানি কয ার জীবি যুযদ্ধ নলপ্ত হযি জাযিিা। িারা সর্জাযল নবশ্বােী। িারা চুমুক নদয়ে দুধ খা়ে, দুযধর 
মাখি িুযল সি়ে, িারপর দুযধ জল নমনিয়ে সেই ঘাটনি পূরণ কযর।  

৭) নবদুাোগর মিাইয়ের কিগুনল নবরল চানরনেক গুযণর উযিখ করযি নগয়ে সলখক একর্থা বযলয ি।  

নবদুাোগর ন যলি েংগ্রামী পুরুষ। োরা জীবি নিনি যুদ্ধ কযরয ি। স যলযবলা়ে দানরদ্র ও দুুঃযখর েযে লড়াই 
কযরয ি। বড় হয়ে পযরর জিু লযড়য ি। িাাঁর চলার পযর্থ বহু বাধানবঘ্ন এযেন ল। নকন্তু সকািনদিই সকাি নবপদযক 
নিনি আমল সদিনি। কন্টকপূণব দুগবম পর্থ অিা়োযে সহাঁযট নগয়েন যলি। পযর্থর কাাঁটাযক এর্াযব স াঁ যট দযল সযযি খুব কম 
মািুষযকই সদখা যা়ে।  



৮) বালক ব়েযে নবদুাোগর বীরনেংহ গ্রাম সর্থযক কলকািা়ে আোর পযর্থ মাইলযটািগুনলর উপযর সলখা েংখুা সদযখ 

ইংযরনজ েংখুা নচযিন যলি। এযি িার অদু্ভি সমধার পনরচ়ে পাও়ো নগয়েন ল। আবার স যলযবলা়ে পযরর সক্ষযি যযবর 

িীষ সখযি নগয়ে গলা়ে কাাঁটা ফুটযল মৃিপ্রা়ে হয়েন যলি। এযি িাাঁর চানরনেক দুদবমিার পনরচ়ে নমযলন ল। বৃদ্ধ ব়েযে 
আহাযরর েম়ে পাযির সলাকগুনলর মযি ঘৃণার উযদ্রক হযব, এই র্য়ে আরযিালা সখয়ে নিয়েন যলি।  

* শব্দার্থ 

আিুকূলু – েহযযানগিা; নিষ্প্রর্ – ম্লাি; দুধবষব – সবপযরা়ো; বাগযি – নমির্াষী; আস্ফালি - অহংকারেূচক লাফ-োাঁপ; 
অিুকরণ - িকল করা; সবগবিা – নক্ষপ্রিা; পুরুষািুেযম – বংি-পরম্পরা়ে। 

• িাক্য গঠন ক্রা: 

অযহারাে - হনরদাে অযহারাে হনরিাম করযিি।  

নবযবনচি - আমার িাম বৃনির জিু নবযবনচি হয়েয । 

সপৌরুষ - দুযের দমযির মযধুই বীযরর সপৌরুষ প্রকাি পা়ে। 

বাকেববস্ব - বাকেববস্ব সলাক জীবযি উন্ননি করযি পাযর িা। 

অনিবানহি – সিযষর কটানদি িানন্তযি অনিবানহি করযি চাই।  

নবরল - পৃনর্থবীযি বাঘ ও নেংহ প্রা়ে  নবরল হযি চযলয ।  

দুধবষব - মুঘলরা ন ল এক দুধবষব জানি।  

অনধকন্তু – নিযজর, অনধকন্তু বংযির গুণগুনল নবদুাোগর চনরেযক েমৃদ্ধ কযরন ল।  

েমাযবি - েব হ়ে প্রচুর জিেমাযবি হয়েন ল।  

******** 

Prabal Sarkar 



 

 

 

INDIAN HISTORY & POLITICS-8 

CH: 2-  FEATURES OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION   

                                                                                                                                     -NORBERT JAMATIA 

1. List  the fundamental  Rights that every citizen of India enjoys.  

Ans-   The constitution of India guarantees six fundamental Rights to its citizens. They are :  

1) Right to equality  

2) Right to freedom  

3) Right  against exploitation  

4) Right to freedom of religion  

5) Cultural  and  educational rights  

6) Rights to constitutional remedies  

2. What is the importance of the right to constitutional remedy?  

Ans-    This right ensures that all citizens are able to utilize their fundamental rights. It states 

that any citizen can go to a court  of law if he / she feels that any of his /her fundamental  

rights  is being denied to him/her.   

3. List the features  of the right to  freedom of religion.  

Ans-   This Rights upholds secularism- one of the most important features of the constitution 

of  India. It guarantees every citizen of India freedom to follow and practice any religion of 

his /her choice.   

4. Why doesn’t India have a state religion ?  

Ans-  India  doesn’t  have a state religion  because people belonging to every faith have been 

living together as part of the same society and contributing to the country’s development. 

Therefore  secularism is one of the most important features of Indian constitution.  

5. List the various freedoms that the rights to freedom guarantees.  

Ans-   The right to freedom in article 19 guarantees the following six freedoms to all the 

citizens of India:  

a) Freedom  of  speech and expression  

b) Freedom to assemble peacefully and without arms 

c) Freedom   to form union  or associations  

d) Freedom to move freely throughout the territory  of  India  

e) Freedom to reside and settle in part of the country   

f) Freedom to practice any profession or  carry out any occupation or trade.   

6. What are fundamental duties ? give example.   

Ans-    please refer Textbook  page 284  

7. What are Directive principles of state policy? Give example.  



 

 

------------- please refer textbook page 239  

8. What are the dangers of state  not being separate from religion?  

Ans-   Most countries in the world today have various religious communities. In almost every 

country  where different faiths are practiced there is usually one religious group which is 

larger than the others. It is likely that this religious group which is in majority secures 

political power. In such a situation that group might misuse its authority for the benefit of its 

own people. Other  religious group  will not be able to influence the policies and strategies 

of the state.  Minority  religious group will be dominated and treated unfairly.  They might 

even be coerced  into following the religion of the dominant group. Such  a situation goes 

against the basic principles of democracy.  

Secularism  eliminates religious faith from matters of state and ensures that no one faces 

discrimination  on  grounds of religion.  

9. Explain  how the state implements the policy of interference or intervention at times to 

bring about Justice.  

Ans-    ---------------------- Please try reading the textbook   

 

A. Tick  the correct answer.  (answers) 

1) Human rights  

2) Equality  before  law  

3) 1976 

4) Secularism  

5) To  come together   

B. Fill in the  Blanks-----   (answers) 

1)  Secularism   and  fundamental  Rights  

2) Freedom  of Religion   

3) Diversity    

4) Suspended  in certain special circumstances such as during a national  emergency .  

5) Justiciable   

C. State  whether the following statements are True or false.  

Ans-    Read the text  &  try  yourself.  


	Fuels should have a moderately low ignition temperature. A moderately low ignition temperature makes a fuel useful.

